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Abstract
Energy-aware app adaptation enables mobile apps to dynamically adjust data fidelity such as streaming video quality
to meet a user-specified goal for battery duration. Traditional
energy-aware app adaptation is reactive in nature where the
operating system monitors the app energy drain and signals the app to adapt upon detecting energy drain deviation
from the pre-specified energy budget which can cause high
oscillation and poor quality-of-experience (QoE).
In this paper, we observe that modern power-hungry apps
such as video streaming and offloading-based apps already
come with sophisticated app adaptation to deal with resource
changes such as network dynamics and propose proactive
energy-aware adaptation where the user-specified energy
budget is integrated with the app adaptation logic. The potential benefit of such an approach is that app energy drain
adaptation is no longer an “after-effect”, and hence the approach is likely to reduce the oscillation in app adaptation
and improve the app QoE.
In this paper, we study the design, implementation and performance tradeoffs of reactive and proactive energy-aware
app adaptation in the context of one of the most powerhungry classes of mobile apps, ABR-based video streaming.
Our study shows that proactive energy-aware ABR video
streaming is easy to implement by leveraging the built-in
adaptation of modern apps and can improve the QoE of reactive approach by 44.8% and 19.2% in streaming 360o videos
to Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones under low power budget.

1

Introduction

For enriched user experience, modern mobile apps utilize a
large number of power-hungry hardware components such
as the CPU, GPU, WiFi and 4G, and hardware decoder and
as a result draw significant amount of power. As a result, the
user experience of such feature-rich apps is often limited by
the shortened battery life from increased power draw [7, 8].
Energy-aware app adaptation [31, 88] exploits a key observation that many apps can reduce their power draw by
reducing their data fidelity such as the size and quality of a
video in video streaming apps or the filtering level of a map
in navigation apps, and enables apps to dynamically adjust
their data fidelity to meet a user-specified goal for battery
duration, e.g., a four-hour plane ride.
There are two components in building an energy-aware
app adaptation system: energy accounting and control. First,
an energy accounting subsystem is needed to monitor the
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energy drain during the app execution and detect any significant deviation, e.g., exceeding a threshold, from the userspecified energy budget. Second, the app needs to implement
some adaptation logic to stay within the energy drain budget
or correct energy drain deviation.
Traditional energy-aware app adaptation schemes such as
PowerScope [31], ECOSystem [88], Cinder [68], and Nemesis [62] have mainly focused on system-level energy accounting and control, treating the app as a “black-box”. In particular, in such systems, the operating system (OS) monitors the
app energy drain during app execution, and upon detecting
energy drain deviation from the pre-specified budget either
throttles the execution of the app process or threads or issues
an upcall to the app to trigger app reactive adaptation. The
benefit of such a black-box approach is simplified app implementation, as real-time energy accounting is provided as
an OS service. The downside of such an approach is that the
disintegrated and reactive nature prevents jointly optimizing
the app QoE and meeting the energy drain budget. In particular, correcting energy drain deviation as an after-effect can
lead to app fidelity oscillation and negatively affect the QoE.
In this paper, we make a key observation that compared to
the mobile apps studied two decades ago [31], mobile apps
today not only are more power hungry, but also often come
with sophisticated adaptation built in to optimize the userperceived QoE in reaction to network dynamics or other
system constraints. For example, fidelity adaptation such
as adaptive bitrate (ABR) is now widely adopted in video
streaming systems [15,38,45–47,54,59,61,65,69,72–74,76,83,
85], and adaptive offloading of computation to edge servers
has been proposed for deep learning enhanced tasks such as
video analytics [21, 37, 51, 57, 66].
We argue that the built-in QoE optimization frameworks
in such modern mobile apps naturally lend themselves to
integrated, proactive energy-aware app adaptation where the
energy drain budget is seamlessly integrated into the preexisting QoE adaptation as a constraint. The key benefit of
such an integrated, proactive approach is that app energy
drain adaptation is no longer an after-effect and hence likely
to reduce the oscillation in app adaptation and improve the
app QoE. Compared to the reactive approach, the integrated
approach faces two design challenges: (1) the app needs to
predict the power consumption for each adaptation candidate
beforehand, and (2) the app needs to incorporate the energy
budget into its QoE optimization logic.
In this paper, we study the design, implementation, and performance tradeoffs of reactive and proactive energy-aware
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app adaptation in the context of one of the most powerhungry classes of mobile apps, ABR-based video streaming [41,79,87,89]. We focus on a state-of-the-art ABR scheme,
Robust MPC [85], that employs receding horizon control [19]
to maximize the QoE for the next few video chunks based
on the predicted network throughput in the moving horizon
of video chunk downloading intervals.
We design Energy-aware ABR, an energy-aware ABR
video streaming system to demonstrate how to address the
two challenges in designing proactive energy-aware app
adaptation. First, proactive energy-aware app adaptation requires a power predictor that can predict the average power
draw of the streaming app in the next time interval in fetching a chunk of any candidate chunk quality. Traditional mobile device power models [22,23,26,70,87,91] cannot be used
as they take component utilization logged as input which
are not available before app execution. We propose a novel
function-level power modeling methodology that accurately
predicts the app energy drain in the next interval.
Second, integrating an energy budget into the app adaptation logic, in particular, the model predictive control (MPC)based QoE optimizer for MPC-based ABR, faces a unique
challenge. Unlike other constraints such as network throughput in the QoE optimization problem, app energy drain is
cumulative and hence elastic over time. At any time interval
during a streaming session, the app may have accumulated
energy drain surplus or deficit from past time intervals, e.g.,
from selecting low chunk formats limited by transient low
network bandwidth. We explore several design options on
how to integrate such energy surplus/deficit with the QoE
optimization framework of MPC-based ABR controllers.
Since MPC-based controllers are notoriously hard to analyze [17, 34, 67], we evaluate the end-to-end performance of
reactive and proactive energy-aware ABR video streaming
designs using testbed experiments. We have implemented
both designs on top of Puffer [11], an open-sourced video
streaming platform, and evaluated different design options
by streaming 360o videos from a media server to a mobile
client, while varying the network condition using network
traces from two large datasets, YTrace and FCC [4].
Our evaluation results show that (1) Our function-wise
power predictor achieves low mean per-interval (2-second)
energy prediction error of 4.87% (Pixel 2) and 5.86% (Moto Z3).
(2) Under dummy power budget, i.e., using the average power
draw of the energy-oblivious ABR as the power budget, both
proactive and reactive Energy-aware ABR achieve only
slightly lower QoE than that of the energy-oblivious ABR,
with proactive Energy-aware ABR achieving slightly higher
QoE than reactive Energy-aware ABR. (3) Under low power
budget, proactive Energy-aware ABR improves the QoE by
44.8% (Pixel 2) and 19.2% (Moto Z3) over reactive Energyaware ABR. (4) The majority of the improvement comes from
significantly reduced video quality variation component of
the QoE, of 85.2% (Pixel 2) and 87.4% (Moto Z3), showing that
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proactive Energy-aware ABR can effectively mitigate the
oscillation drawback of reactive energy-aware adaptation.
In summary, this paper makes the following contributions:
• We show prior reactive energy-aware app adaptation
can lead to app fidelity oscillation which can negatively
affect user-perceived QoE.
• We propose to our knowledge the first proactive energyaware app adaptation and show that it can be easily
implemented by integrating user-specified energy budget
with the built-in app adaptation logic of modern apps
such as MPC-based ABR systems for video streaming.
• We present a novel function-wise power predictor that
can be used for what-if power draw analysis needed in
proactive energy-aware app adaptation, e.g., Energyaware ABR.
• We experimentally compare the end-to-end performance
of reactive and proactive energy-aware adaptive streaming of 360o videos on Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones.
• Our results show proactive energy-aware video streaming improves the QoE by 44.8% (Pixel 2) and 19.2% (Moto
Z3) over the reactive approach under low power budget.
To further the research on energy-aware app adaptation,
we have open-sourced Energy-aware ABR implementation.1

2

Motivation

To motivate how energy-aware adaptation can help to reduce app power draw and elongate battery duration, we
performed a measurement study of one of the most powerhungry classes of apps, video streaming, with example apps
such as Youtube and Netflix consistently ranked among the
top 10 battery draining apps [8, 12, 13].
Experimental Setup. We streamed 6 popular panoramic
videos in full screen mode in the Youtube app on a Pixel 2
phone, which was connected to a Monsoon power monitor to
measure the total phone power draw during video streaming.
The videos were categorized into 3 groups, slow, medium
and high, based on the moving speed of the camera. Each
video was encoded into different resolutions and frame rates,
including (4K, 60FPS), (1440p, 60FPS), (1080p, 60FPS), (720p,
60FPS), (480p, 30FPS) and (360p, 30FPS). Table 1 shows the
bitrates of the videos at different quality settings.
We streamed each video in Youtube at different qualities
with and without screen on, respectively. When the screen
was on, the brightness level was set at 60%. To prevent the
app from directly retrieving video frames from the cache
rather than through the Internet, we cleared the cache of
Youtube app on the phone before each experiment.
To understand the power breakdown of 360o video streaming, we built component-wise power models [22, 26, 44, 75,
1 https://github.com/meng72/Proactive-Energy-Aware-Adaptive-Video-

Streaming
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Table 1: Average bitrate (Mbps) of 6 panoramic videos at
different resolutions and frame rates from Youtube.
4K/60

1440p/60

Planets [1]
Solar [6]

18.10
22.10

6.20
5.38

Orleans [5]
Chicago [9]

25.70
25.60

12.00
10.60

Monster [2]
Optical [10]

26.20
24.40

12.60
12.60

1080p/60
Slow
2.06
1.70
Medium
3.72
3.41
High
4.20
4.16

720p/60

480p/30

360p/30

1.01
0.76

0.35
0.22

0.19
0.10

2.13
1.93

0.61
0.58

0.33
0.31

2.49
2.47

0.71
0.71

0.39
0.39

Prior Work on Energy-aware App Adaptation

The large body of research on managing the energy drain
of applications on mobile systems has mainly focused on
2

In this paper, for power measurement we directly report the current
drawn in milli-Amperes (mA); the actual power consumed would be the
current drawn multiplied by 3.7V, the voltage supply of the battery. The
smartphone batteries are rated using these metrics and hence are easy to
cross reference.
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81, 87] for major hardware components in the Pixel 2 phone,
profiled hardware component usage while streaming 360o
videos at (4K, 60FPS) in Youtube on Pixel 2, and finally estimated the corresponding power draw for each hardware
component usin the power models.
Findings. Figure 1 shows the average power consumption of
streaming the 6 panoramic videos at different quality settings
over the Internet in Youtube. We derived the screen power
by subtracting the total power of video streaming when the
screen was off from that when the screen was on. We see
that (1) 360o video streaming is power-intensive on modern
mobile devices. Streaming videos at (4K, 60FPS) consumes
the highest total power of 579.73mA.2 At this rate, a fully
charged Pixel 2 phone (with a 2700 mAh battery) will drop
to 15% in 3 hours and 40 minutes when the Battery Saver
mode will turn on. (2) Thanks to the OLED technology, the
power consumption of the display is relatively small, only
41.66−50.36mA, or 7.0%−12.0% of the total power across
different settings. (3) Reducing the data fidelity, i.e., the video
resolution and frame rate, can significantly lower the total
app power draw. For example, the total power draw decreases
by 33.1% from 579.73mA to 387.79mA when the video quality
changes from (4K, 60FPS) to (360p, 30FPS).
Figure 2 shows the power breakdown of streaming 360o
videos at (4K, 60FPS). We see that (1) the CPU, GPU and
screen consume relatively low power, of 82.11mA (14.0%),
74.49mA (12.7%) and 46.92mA (8.0%), respectively; (2) in contrast, the NIC (network interface card) and hardware decoder, two primary hardware components involved in video
streaming, dominate the total power draw of streaming, i.e.,
220.53mA (37.6%) and 162.47mA (27.7%), respectively. These
results suggest that adapting the data fidelity of video chunks
to control the power draw of networking and decoding will
be effective in controlling the total power draw of the app.
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Figure 1: Average power consumption of streaming 360o
videos with different qualities in Youtube on Pixel 2.
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Figure 2: Power breakdown of streaming 360o videos at
4K/60FPS on Pixel 2.
system-level energy accounting and control, treating the app
as a “black-box”.
Since managing the energy drain of apps requires accurately monitoring the energy drain during application execution, a large body of work proposed solutions to the resource container-level, process-level, or thread-level energy
accounting problem in the OS, such as PowerScope [32],
ECOSystem [88], Cinder [68], and Nemesis [62]. In a nutshell, energy accounting in these systems is achieved via
either aligning external power measurement with interrupttriggered program sampling as in early systems such as PowerScope [32] and Quanto [33], or using a pre-trained power
model that captures the correlation between utilization of
each hardware component in each of its power states and
the resulting power draw and feeding the power model with
hardware component usage logged during app execution to
estimate the app energy drain, e.g., in ECOSystem [88] and
Cinder [68].
Upon detecting that an app’s energy drain has exceeded a
predetermined budget, the system needs a way to throttle
the app’s energy drain. In ECOsystem [88], Currentcy [88],
and Cinder [68], the kernel would enforce energy budget
by halting or throttling app threads, processes, or resource
containers from execution. The Odyssey extension [31] and
Nemesis [62] do not throttle applications, but issue upcalls
or provide feedbacks to the applications to trigger fidelity
adaptation to adjust their energy drain rate.

4

Reactive vs. Proactive Energy-aware App
Adaptation

We discuss the drawbacks of prior reactive energy-aware
app adaptation and propose proactive energy-aware app
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Figure 3: Reactive approach causes power oscillation.
adaptation.
Reactive energy-aware app adaptation. The prior
system-level app energy control solutions are reactive and disintegrated. They are reactive because they treat applications
as black-boxes and passively monitor their energy drain, and
inform apps of the need to perform adaptation reactively
upon detecting any deviation of the app energy drain from
the pre-specified budget. They are disintegrated because the
two tasks are performed in isolation: the OS monitors the
app energy drain while the app performs adaptation.
The benefit of such a reactive approach is simplified app
implementation, as real-time energy accounting can be provided as an OS service and the apps can focus on reactive
adaptation, although fine-grained model-based energy monitoring relies on collecting fine-grained hardware component
usage which can incur high runtime overhead.
The downside of a reactive approach is that the disintegrated and reactive nature deprives the opportunity of jointly
optimizing the app QoE and meeting the energy drain budget
at each time interval. In particular, the app not only performs
adaptation after deviating from the energy drain target, but
also typically does not have specific guidance on how much
app fidelity to adapt in the next time interval, which can
result in power draw and app fidelity oscillation.
Figure 3 shows an example of how the power draw of
a disintegrated, reactive app adaptation scheme can cause
oscillation in app power draw. Assume an app has three
fidelities, high, medium, and low, drawing correspondingly
high, medium, and low power. An energy-aware OS like
Odyssey [31] tries to steer the app towards a target power
budget specified in the dashed line to ensure a target battery
duration. The app starts running in high fidelity, drawing
high power. At t1 , the OS performs an upcall informing the
app of an energy drain deficit, and the app lowers the fidelity
to medium. At t2 , the OS informs the app of energy drain
deficit again as the average power is still above the budget,
and the app lowers the fidelity to low. The trend reverses in
the next three intervals, and the oscillation would continue as
a result of the reactive correction without concrete guidance
on app adaptation due to the disintegrated approach.
Proactive energy-aware app adaptation. Our proposal of
proactive energy-aware app adaptation is motivated by the
above drawbacks of the reactive approach and an observation
about modern mobile apps. Compared to the mobile apps
studied two decades ago (e.g., [31]), mobile apps today are
more power hungry, but also often come with sophisticated
proactive adaptation built in to optimize the user-perceived
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QoE under network dynamics or other system constraints.
For example, proactive fidelity adaptation such as adaptive
bitrate (ABR) (e.g., DASH) is now a standard feature in regular
video streaming systems [15, 45, 46, 54, 59, 61, 72, 73, 76, 83, 85]
as well as 360o video streaming systems [38, 47, 65, 69, 74].
Similarly, adaptive offloading of computation to an edge
server according to the network dynamics has been proposed
in many systems [21, 37, 51, 57, 66]. More recently, adaptive
offloading of machine learning inference has been proposed
to adaptively offload a subset of DNN layers from the mobile
device to the edge server [30, 49, 52, 92].
Motivated by the above two observations, we argue that
the built-in QoE optimization frameworks in many modern mobile apps lend themselves to integrated, proactive
energy-aware app adaptation that potentially overcomes the
oscillation drawback of reactive approaches. In such an approach, at every step of the QoE optimization for selecting
the quality of the chunk to be fetched in the next time interval, the power budget is explicitly taken into consideration
so that the QoE optimization will directly output the optimal
chunk format that maximizes the QoE for the next chunk
and satisfies the energy budget in the next interval.
The key benefit of such an integrated, proactive approach
is that app energy drain adaptation is no longer an aftereffect correction and hence likely to reduce the oscillation
in app adaptation. The challenge of such an approach is that
each app needs to (1) predict the power consumption for
each adaptation candidate beforehand, and (2) incorporate
the energy budget in its QoE optimization logic.
In this paper, we investigate the design and performance
tradeoffs of reactive and proactice energy-aware app adaptation in the context of one of the most power-hungry classes
of mobile apps – ABR-based video streaming.

5

Energy-aware ABR

We briefly review state-of-the-art ABR algorithms and state
the energy-aware QoE maximization problem.
Background on ABR. Adaptive bitrate (ABR) algorithms
embody a primary technique of streaming videos over the
Internet [71], where each video is encoded into multiple
"tracks" with different quality bitrates and each track is segmented into "chunks" (e.g., 2-second each). These algorithms
aim at optimizing the video QoE by dynamically selecting
which chunk to fetch based on network conditions. Earlier
ABR schemes were either “buffer-based" [45, 73], or "ratebased" which pivot on estimating available network throughput and finding a matching video bitrate [46, 76]. MPC [85]
unifies the QoE objective of chunk k as a weighted sum of
three key elements, (1) video quality, (2) video quality variation, and (3) stall time:
QoEk = Qk − λ|Qk − Qk−1 | − µTk

(1)
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Video Chunks

Playback
Buffer
Feedback Control Loop

Energy Profiler
(of past intervals)

Power
Predictor

Algorithm 1: Reactive Energy-Aware ABR – RA
Input :Power budget Pb ; Energy draw Eactual over streaming time so far T ; Selected format Fk−1 for interval
k − 1; Average interval duration t
Output : Format Fk for next interval k

X-put
Predictor

Energy-aware ABR Controller
Next Video Chunk

Figure 4: Architecture of energy-aware ABR. Lightly shaded
components are new to both reactive and proactive designs,
and the dark shaded one is new to the proactive design.
where Qk represents the quality of video chunk k, Tk represents the stall time experienced by fetching chunk k and
λ, and µ are weighting parameters for quality variation and
rebuffering, respectively. Some papers (e.g., [85]) quantify
Qk as the bitrate of chunk k, while others (e.g., [83]) use perceptual quality metrics, e.g., SSIM [77]. The ABR problem is
then formulated as maximizing the QoE of all the chunks of
a video downloaded in a streaming session:
maximize ∑ QoEi , subject to buffer and network dynamics
k

(2)
Since future throughput is unknown, practical algorithms
like Robust MPC [85] employ receding horizon control [19]
to maximize the QoE for the next few chunks (e.g., 5 future
chunks). Such algorithms take estimated network throughput for the next few intervals and client playback buffer
occupancy as input and output the quality format for the
next video chunk to be downloaded from the server while
maximizing the QoE of next few chunks.
Energy-aware QoE maximization problem. We consider
the canonical energy-aware app adaptation scenario in previous work [31,68,88], where the phone user specifies the total
energy budget Eb (e.g., 50% of batter level drop) over a fixed
amount of time Td (e.g., duration of a train ride) and hence
an average power target Pb = Eb /Td . The energy-aware ABR
problem is then formulated as maximizing the QoE of all the
chunks of a video downloaded in a streaming session:
maximize ∑ QoEi , subject to buffer and network dynamics
k

and total energy constraint

(3)

Energy drain is elastic. We note that in the above problem
statement, the energy constraint is different from other constraints like network throughput in that app energy drain
is cumulative and elastic over time. Since the user-specified
energy budget is the total energy drain over a streaming duration, the streaming app may accumulate some surplus or
deficit based on the energy drain so far during the streaming
session. For example, due to network bandwidth fluctuation,
there can be intervals during which the network bandwidth
is low and the ABR algorithm is forced to pick low video
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// if energy deficit, downgrade format
if Eactual − Pb T > γPb t then
Fk = min(Fk−1 − 1, predicted format by ABR);
else Fk = predicted format by ABR ;

Power
Budget

quality formats which result in low power draw and hence
low energy drain during those intervals. In such intervals,
the app effectively accumulates an energy surplus, which can
be spent in later intervals, i.e., when the network bandwidth
is high and high quality video chunks can be downloaded
and played, to improve the total QoE.

6

Reactive Energy-Aware ABR Design

A reactive energy-aware ABR can be easily implemented by
adding an energy profiler and adding reactive adjustment to
the QoE optimizer output of the ABR controller, as shown
in Figure 4. The energy profiler monitors the app energy
drain and is decoupled from the ABR controller, either implemented in the OS as in [36, 63, 86] or in an app-agnostic
library linked with the app. It sends an upcall to the ABR
player either reactively upon detecting significant deviation
of the predetermined energy budget or periodically to inform
the app of its energy drain so far which is used by the ABR
controller to monitor the energy surplus or deficit and to decide when and how to adapt. We assume the later approach
which gives the ABR controller more flexibility.
In particular, the ABR controller accumulates a running
energy drain balance as the difference between the expected
energy drain so far Pb · T and the actual energy drain Eactual
so far which is monitored by the energy profiler.
The goal of the reactive adjustment is to adjust the chunk
format selected by the ABR QoE optimizer to try to correct
the energy drain deviation from that according to the prespecified average power budget. To achieve this, the final
chunk quality format is adjusted as no higher than the previous chunk format if there is an energy deficit greater than
a threshold, as shown in Algorithm 1. We experimentally
found a threshold of 10% of the energy budget to work well.

7

Proactive Energy-aware ABR Design

7.1 Integrated Energy-aware MPC Algorithm
Since an MPC-based ABR algorithm is proactive by nature,
i.e., it calculates the video chunk quality to be fetched next
based on the predicted network throughput in the next time
interval, a proactive energy-aware ABR can be naturally
realized by integrating the energy constraint with a practical
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MPC algorithm such as Robust MPC [85]. In particular, the
new energy-aware MPC algorithm optimizes the worst-case
QoE assuming that the throughput in the future can take any
0
value in range [Ĉt , Ĉt ], by solving the following optimization
problem at time tk to derive the quality format for fetching
the next chunk Fk = feampc (Fk−1 , Bk−1 , Ĉt ):
k+N−1

maxFk ,...,Fk+N−1 minĈ ∈[Ĉ ,Ĉ0 ]
t

t

t

∑

QoEi

k

subject to buffer and throughput dynamics and
Ek + ... + Ek+N−1 < N · Pb · δt

(4)

where Ĉt is the low bound in the predicted throughput range
0
[Ĉt , Ĉt ], Bk−1 is the buffer occupancy after downloading
chunk k − 1 and δt is the interval duration, e.g., 2 seconds.
We note that since app energy drain is cumulative, converting the total energy constraint into a constant energy
constraint per time interval can be conservative. As with
MPC [85], we do not claim this energy-constrained MPC
is necessarily the optimal control algorithm for the energyconstrained bitrate adaptation problem, but one that is practical and can leverage accurate network throughput prediction
and power draw prediction in the near horizon.
7.2 Architecture Overview
Figure 4 (adding the power predictor) shows the architecture of our proposed integrated, proactive Energy-aware
ABR. As with the original ABR, Energy-aware ABR derives the client-side playback buffer status and estimated
network throughput from two generic modules of ABR, the
playback buffer module and throughput predictor module,
respectively. The energy profiler module estimates the energy drain in past intervals which is used to maintain the
energy surplus/deficit.
To select the video format for the next video chunk,
Energy-aware ABR uses a new power predictor to predict
the average power draw of the next video chunk of each
candidate format. Its controller then filters out the formats
whose predicted energy drain exceeds the energy budget
adjusted for energy surplus or deficit so far and chooses the
one that maximizes the QoE stated in Equation 1.
The proactive Energy-aware ABR system design faces
two challenges: (1) how to predict the power consumption in
fetching future video chunks of different candidate formats
in the power predictor? (2) how to incorporate the energy
constraint into the MPC algorithm in the Energy-aware
ABR controller to facilitate maximizing the QoE for the future
chunks? We start with discussing our solution to (2).
7.3 Energy-aware QoE Maximization
The basic design for incorporating the expected energy drain
for the N future intervals in Eqn. 4 is straight-forward. To
exploit dynamic energy surplus/deficit, the Energy-aware
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Algorithm 2: Design option 3 – LA(N)+LB
Input :Power budget Pb ; Energy draw Eactual over streaming time so far T ; Energy surplus/deficit Es = Pb T −
Eactual ; Current buffer level Bk−1 ; Predicted power
array Pk [ f ][N] for all the formats from next interval
k to interval k + N − 1; Interval duration δt
Output : Format Fk for next interval k
Call recursiveABR(0, 0, Bk−1 , 0) to derive Fk ;
Function recursiveABR(n, Fk+n−1 , Bk+n−1 , E):
if n == N then
if E > N · Pb · δt + Es then return −∞ ;
else return Quality of Fk+n−1 ;
end
max_QoE = −∞;
for i = 0 to f do
q = QoE between chunk n and n + 1;
B = Buffer level after downloading chunk n + 1;
E 0 = E + Pk [i][n] · δt;
Q = q+ recursiveABR(n + 1, i, B, E 0 ).QoE;
if Q > max_QoE then
Fk+n = i; max_QoE = Q;
end
end
return < max_QoE, Fk+n >

ABR controller accumulates the energy surplus/deficit as in
the reactive approach, which is then exploited by the QoE
maximization module to maximize the QoE of future video
chunks. We explore three design options for incorporating
energy surplus/deficit into the QoE maximization.
(1) Look ahead 1 (LA(1)). The strawman design is to
ignore energy surplus/deficit, and choose among all the candidate chunk formats with which the predicted app power
draw in the next interval will not exceed the average power
budget Pb , the one that maximizes the total QoE for the horizon (e.g., 5 intervals). Such a design can be conservative in
terms of QoE from not exploiting potential energy drain surplus accumulated in the past intervals when the network
bandwidth fluctuates up and down.
(2) Look ahead 1 and look back (LA(1)+LB). Design
option 2 extends LA(1) by exploiting the amount of energy
surplus/deficit during past intervals. In selecting the video
format for the new video chunk to fetch, the controller increases the energy budget for the next interval to Pb · δt + Es
(energy surplus/deficit). However, such a design may sacrifice video smoothness, as the energy surplus from past
intervals may be large and allow some high quality chunk
to be fetched in the next interval, followed by video chunks
that go back to some low format.
(3) Look ahead N and look back (LA(N)+LB). To overcome the potential smoothness problem of LA(1)+LB, we
extend it by allowing the energy surplus/deficit and the Nchunk energy budget to be spread over the next N chunks.
Since the basic MPC already looks ahead N chunks in pick-
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Figure 5: Network throughput, ABR decision, total and individual hardware component power in different network states (H:
blue; L: white; H-L: orange; L-H: gray). Quality setting: 5: (4K, 60 FPS); 4: (1440p, 60 FPS); 3: (1080p, 60 FPS); 2: (720p, 60 FPS);
1: (480p, 30 FPS); 0: (360p, 30 FPS). The client buffer size is 7s, the same as 4K streaming on Youtube mobile app stated in §9.
ing the next chunk k to optimize the total QoE for them,
allowing spreading the energy surplus over the N chunks
can be easily incorporated in the modified MPC. In particular, Algorithm 2 adds the total energy N · Pb · δt + Es as the
total energy constraint to the dynamic programming which
will search among all possible ways to spread the energy
surplus among the N intervals to find the one that gives the
maximal total QoE for the N intervals. As in the basic MPC,
optimizing the total QoE for the next N intervals will take
smoothness in the next N chunks into consideration.
7.4

Function-wise Power Prediction

We next describe a practical and accurate function-wise
power prediction methodology for use with any proactive
energy-aware ABR adaptation such as Energy-aware ABR.
7.4.1

Why Function-wise Power Prediction?

The obvious choice of using traditional component-wise
power models for mobile devices which have been well studied [22,23,26,29,44,64,70,75,81,87,91] does not work. Such a
model derives the correlation between the utilization of each
phone component in each of its power states, e.g., utilization and operating frequency, and the resulting power draw
using carefully designed microbenchmarks. To use such a
model, the hardware component usage is logged during app
execution and afterwards fed into the power model as input
to estimate the component-wise power draw that happened
during the app execution. Thus such traditional power models are postmortem; they are suitable for post-processing, e.g.,
monitoring the actual energy drain of a past interval (or calculating the energy surplus/deficit) in reactive or proactive
energy-aware app adaptation, but not for predicting the app
energy drain in future intervals.
The other design choice is to treat the video streaming app
as a black-box and measure and tabulate its average power
draw offline when streaming all possible video bitrates under
all possible network bandwidth. However, this is not practical
as there are potentially infinite number of such combinations.
More importantly, such an approach cannot easily model the
power draw of asynchronous component behavior discussed
below where different phone components, e.g., the decoder
and the network interface, can be processing different video
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chunks (of different bitrates) in a time interval, due to the
playback buffer delay effect explained below.
Asynchronous Component Behavior. To illustrate the
asynchronous component power behavior in video streaming, we profile the component power draw in an ABR-based
360o video streaming session.
Our experimental setup is the same as in §2 except two differences for enabling power profiling of phone components.
First, we build our own ABR server for 360o video streaming with Robust MPC [85] as the default ABR algorithm,
and implement our own mobile client using ExoPlayer [3].
Second, we derive the traditional component-wise power
model for our experimental phone, Pixel 2, by running microbenchmarks and measuring the phone power draw using
an external high-resolution Monsoon power monitor.
Figure 5 shows the profiling result. We see that the network bandwidth went through five stages: high (the H stage),
high transitioning to low (the H-L stage), low (the L stage),
low transitioning to high (the L-H stage), and finally high
again. Figure 5a shows that the network bandwidth change
causes the chunk format selected to change almost immediately, e.g., from format 5 during the H stage dropping to
format 1 during the H-L stage. However, Figure 5b shows
that there is a lag of the total power draw change in following the network bandwidth change, mostly notably at
25-40s and 130-150s. To understand this lag, we zoom into
the per-component power draw timeline.
The lag cannot be explained by the CPU and GPU power,
both staying almost constant during the session (not shown
due to page limit) regardless of the chunk format because
of their constant load. The lag also cannot be explained by
the network interface (NIC) power which, as shown in Figure 5c, is directly affected by the chunk format and closely
follows the format change, e.g., during the H stage and the
L stage. In the L-H stage, the NIC power first goes up due
to chunk size increase but then goes down as it spends an
increasing fraction of the 2-second interval in the idle state
as the network bandwidth goes up sharply.
Finally, Figure 5d shows that although in general the hardware decoder power in the H stage is higher than in the L
stage because the chunk format and hence decoding load
are higher in the H stage, the change of the decoder power
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shows a prominent delay behind the network bandwidth
change, e.g., when the network bandwidth drops sharply
around 24-40s and increases sharply around 130-150s. This
explains the lag of the total power draw curve behind the
network bandwidth curve. This happens due to the buffer
delay effect which results in asynchronous power behavior
of phone components: while the NIC is downloading the
next chunk (e.g., in a low format), the decoder decodes the
video chunk at the head of the playback buffer (e.g., in a high
format) which was downloaded several intervals ago. The
extent of the delay depends on the occupancy of the client
buffer as well as network throughput.
7.4.2

Function-wise Power Prediction

The above asynchronous hardware component power behavior suggests that if we cluster the hardware components
according to the common video chunk they process at each
time interval, the components within each cluster will have
synchronous power behavior, i.e., which only depends on
the properties of the chunk they process, and such power
behavior can be modeled using a power predictor that only
uses chunk properties as input. Semantically, each cluster
typically corresponds to a high-level app function. We thus
propose function-wise power prediction that models the power
draw of each high-level app function.
In 360o video streaming, there are two primary tasks: (1)
video decoding and displaying which employs the CPU, GPU,
hardware decoder, screen and game rotation vector sensor
to process the same chunk in each time interval; (2) network
transmission for fetching video chunks which involves the
CPU and the network interface to process the same chunk
(which is different from in task 1) in each interval. In functionwise power prediction, we build the power predictors for
these two functions separately.
For the video decoding and displaying function, we make
a key observation that the primary hardware components
involved are the GPU and hardware decoder, and their power
only depend on video properties such as resolution and
frame rate but barely depend on video content (based on
our measurements). Thus we should be able to develop a
power prediction model using these video properties as input. We model the display power separately as a function of
the brightness.3 In particular, we measure the total power
draw in playing pre-downloaded 360o videos with the same
six quality settings as in §2 using the Monsoon power monitor. In offline processing, the video decoding and displaying
function power draw is modeled as a piecewise linear function,4 Pvid = P(b, res, f ps), where b, res and f ps represent
the screen brightness level, video resolution and video frame
rate, respectively.
3 We did not use possibly more accurate, content-aware OLED power
models [25, 28] as OLED display only draws a small amount of energy (§2).
4 The hardware decoder power draw behaves as a step function of the
resolution and FPS.
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Algorithm 3: Smoothing in Energy-aware ABR
Input :Selected format FSk−1 for interval k − 1;
Format Fk for next interval k selected by reactive or
proactive energy-aware ABR;
Output : Final format FSk for next interval k
if Fk > FSk−1 then FSk = FSk−1 + 1 ;
else FSk = Fk ;

For the network transmission function, we develop a linear
model that models the power draw as a function of the downlink throughput and chunk size. We experimentally found
that running network microbenchmarks does not capture
well the share of CPU usage due to downloading when the
whole streaming app is running. Instead, we directly stream
360o videos over the Internet, while logging the inputs to
both function-wise prediction models, i.e., application events
for each 2-second video chunk, including three video properties (resolution, frame rate, and size), start and end time of
network transmission, and start and end time of decoding
and displaying. We measure the total phone power draw using the power monitor, and then subtract from it the power
consumed by the video decoding and displaying function
(estimated using its power prediction model built above) as
the power for the network transmission function. Finally,
the network transmission function power draw is modeled
as Pnet = P4,net × γ + Pbase,net , where γ is the throughput of
fetching the video chunk and P4,net and Pbase,net are derived
from linear regression. 5

8

Adaptation Smoothing

The baseline reactive adaptation Algorithm 1 can result in
significant oscillation in selecting the next chunk format, e.g.,
under high network bandwidth which allows some high format that exceeds the power budget, followed by switching
to some low format to compensate for temporary energy
deficit (see Figure 3). A proactive adaptation algorithm like
Algorithm 2 will not pick arbitrarily high format due to the
fixed per-interval energy budget, but exploiting energy surplus from past low-bandwidth intervals can also result in the
controller picking some high format transiently since it can
only look ahead N chunks. In both cases, the sudden change
in format can reduce the smoothness component of the QoE
over time (e.g., beyond the N chunk horizon).
To mitigate this potential effect, we propose a smoothing
step that can be applied to both reactive and proactive algorithms: it imposes an incremental increase when the chosen
format for the next chunk is much higher than the previous
one, as shown in Algorithm 3. Note we cannot impose an
incremental decrease when newly chosen format is much
lower than the previous one, since such a choice is limited
by the network bandwidth.
5

Network conditions, e.g., signal strength, are reflected in throughput
which is one of the model predictors.
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Implementation

We implemented the Energy-aware ABR server on top of
Puffer, an open-sourced platform for video streaming [11]
in about 1800 lines of C++ code, and built a simple Energyaware ABR client that enables 360o video streaming on top
of Exoplayer [3] by adding 1.2 KLOC in Java. To save energy
on mobile client devices, we implemented both reactive and
proactive Energy-aware ABR on the server side (following [11]). For convenience, we used function-wise power
prediction to implement the energy profiler module (using
actual throughput) in both types of adaptation schemes and
the power predictor module (using predicted throughput) in
proactive schemes.
In proactive schemes, the Energy-aware ABR client
checks its buffer occupancy every 0.25 seconds. If it is below
the buffer threshold, it reports the current buffer occupancy
back to the server. The server then runs the Energy-aware
ABR algorithm to predict the format for the next video chunk,
and transmits the video chunk with the selected format to
the client. We choose the buffer threshold of 7 seconds based
on the observation (using the Youtube built-in tool stats-fornerds [14]) that the Youtube mobile app on the Pixel 2 phone,
when streaming 4K 360o videos, requests for the next video
chunk when the client-side buffer size is below 7 seconds.

10

Evaluation

In this section, we evaluate the end-to-end performance of
reactive and proactive energy-aware ABR streaming players for 360o videos. Our evaluation seeks to answer the following questions: (1) How effective is incorporating energy
surplus/deficit in proactive app adaptation? (2) How much
does proactive energy-aware adaptatin mitigate oscillation
and improve QoE compared to reactive approaches? (3) How
effective is adaptation smoothing?
10.1 Experimental Setup
We evaluate Energy-aware ABR performance by streaming
videos from a media server to a mobile client, while varying the network condition using network traces from two
datasets, YTrace and FCC. We collected YTrace by logging
the 2-second average throughput of real users watching 360o
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Figure 10: Percentage difference between the average power
consumption of each streaming session and corresponding
power budget for proactive approaches on Pixel 2.
videos on Youtube on mobile devices over around 43200 seconds. FCC [4] is a broadband dataset that has been used in
many recent ABR work [15, 59]. Figure 6 shows the distribution of the network throughput of the traces in the two
datasets; the average throughput across the traces in the two
datasets are 22.89 Mbps and 3.24 Mbps, respectively.
To compare the performance of different Energy-aware
ABR designs under the same network condition, we use the
Linux tc tool to throttle the throughtput along with an 80ms
RTT between the server and the client. The video hosting
server runs on an Intel i5 2.5GHz processor and runs Ubuntu
18.04. The mobile client streams videos over 802.11n on the
Pixel 2/Moto Z3 phones which are connected to a Monsoon
power monitor to measure the total phone power draw as
the ground truth. Each streaming session lasts for 5 minutes.
The 360o videos chosen from Youtube are characterized
into the same three groups as in §2. Each video is segmented
into 2-second chunks and encoded into the same six quality
settings as in §2. We calculate each encoded video chunk’s
SSIM [77] relative to the canonical source as the quality Qk
of the chunk used in the QoE function (Eqn. 1). As the default
QoE function, we use the weights λ = 5, µ = 20. We also run
sensitivity experiments that vary the QoE weights.
We evaluate various streaming approaches under two average power budgets selected as follows. We first stream the
360o videos with the default ABR algorithm without any
power constraint, and measure the average power draw of
each streaming session and the per-interval average power
draw within the same streaming session. Then, for each network trace, we select the 20th-percentile per-interval average
power draw as its low power budget and the average power
draw over the streaming session as its high power budget in
all our experiments. Figure 7 shows the distribution of the
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Figure 11: QoE and breakdowns of proactive Energy-aware ABR under the low power budget on Pixel 2.
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Figure 12: QoE and breakdowns of proactive Energy-aware ABR under the high power budget on Pixel 2.
two power budgets chosen this way; they vary across the
traces of the two data sets. We choose the high power budget
in this way to assess the potential penalty of being energyaware by calculating the performance difference between
Energy-aware ABR and the default ABR.
10.2 Accuracy of Function-wise Power Modeling
We first evaluate the training accuracy of function-wise
power modeling for the two functions seperately. To train
the model for the video decoding and displaying function, we
randomly select one video from every video group and play
it locally on the Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones, respectively.
To train the model for the network transmission function,
we randomly select 10% network traces from each network
dataset and we stream one 360o video for 1.2 hours in total.
Figure 8 shows that the average error rate of per-interval
power draw in training for the two functions are 4.21% and
1.16% on Pixel 2 and 6.11% and 1.65% on Moto Z3, respectively.
We next validate our power model by comparing the estimated average per-interval power consumption of 360o video
streaming against the power monitor readings over 50% of
the remaining network traces. Figure 9 shows that functionwise power predictor achieves mean estimation accuracy of
4.87% and 5.86% in estimating the per-interval average power
consumption on Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones, respectively.
10.3 Proactive Energy-aware ABR
We first evaluate the three designs of proactive Energyaware ABR. We focus on Pixel 2; the results for Moto Z3 are
very similar and are omitted due to page limit.
Power consumption. Figure 10a shows that for the low
power budget, all three proactive designs consume less power
than the power budget. The average power consumption for
LA(1)+LB and LA(N)+LB are only 4.09% and 4.80% below the
given power budget, respectively, suggesting both designs
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Table 2: Comparison between reactive and proactive Energyaware ABR without and with smoothing under low power
budget on Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 (average/standard deviation).
RA
Power Diff (%)
QoE
Quality (dB)
Smoothness (dB)
Rebuffering (%)

-3.50/0.96
4.02/1.31
11.19/1.05
1.43/0.27
0.00/0.00

Power Diff (%)
QoE
Quality (dB)
Smoothness (dB)
Rebuffering (%)

0.42/1.53
4.27/1.03
11.46/0.52
1.47/0.28
0.14/0.32

RA+S
Pixel 2
-3.40/1.43
4.91/0.39
11.33/1.09
1.27/0.20
0.12/0.29
Moto Z3
0.24/1.94
5.36/0.81
11.52/0.42
1.21/0.22
0.22/0.48

LA(N)+LB

LA(N)+LB+S

-4.80/1.90
6.74/0.65
11.57/1.23
0.96/0.30
0.02/0.05

-3.78/1.61
7.11/0.60
11.59/1.23
0.90/0.25
0.00/0.00

-1.73/1.83
5.79/0.97
11.50/0.55
1.13/0.27
0.13/0.28

-0.59/1.56
6.39/0.81
11.55/0.52
1.03/0.18
0.03/0.06

efficiently exploit the energy saved during past intervals
in downloading future video chunks; the small gap to the
given power budget comes from discretized chunk formats. In
contrast, LA(1) significantly under-utilizes the power budget
by 12.20% on average, from not exploiting energy surplus
accumulated from low network bandwidth intervals.
Figure 10b shows that for the high power budget, the trend
is similar; LA(1)+LB and LA(N)+LB only under-utilize the
power budget by 5.65% and 6.58%, while LA(1) under-utilizes
by 15.39%. The larger gaps compared to the low power budget
scenario are because all schemes are juggling among higher
chunk formats due to the high power budget, which have
larger discretization effects of video encoding.
User experience. We next compare the user experience of
the three designs under the two power budgets. Figure 11a
shows that for the low power budget, LA(N)+LB achieves the
highest average QoE of 6.61, compared with 4.75 for LA(1)
and 4.83 for LA(1)+LB.
To understand how different designs affect the QoE for the
low power budget, we break down QoE into its three components: video quality, smoothness and rebuffering (Eqn. 1). (1)
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10.4

Reactive vs. Proactive Energy-aware ABR

We next evaluate the benefits of proactive energy-aware app
adaptation by comparing reactive and proactive Energyaware ABR, with and without adaptation smoothing, under
the low power budget, on Pixel 2 and Moto Z3 phones.
Power consumption. Table 2 shows that all four designs
satisfy the power budget with a small gap of 4.80%−3.40% below it on Pixel 2 and -1.73%−0.42% on Moto Z3. The small gap
can be explained by the small discretization effects among
the low chunk formats selected in the low budget scenario.
User experience. Table 2 shows when the power budget
is lower than the default app energy power draw, proactive energy-aware app adaptation shows significant benefits
over reactive adaptation on both phones. We next elaborate
on the results on Pixel 2. (1) Without smoothing, LA(N)+B
achieves much higher (67.7%) mean QoE than RA, 6.74 over
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Figure 11b shows that LA(1)+LB and LA(N)+LB have similar
video quality, 11.18 dB and 11.14 dB, respectively, both higher
than the quality of LA(1) of 10.57 dB. It suggests that exploiting energy surplus saved during past intervals in LA(1)+LB
and LA(N)+B improves the video quality of future intervals.
(2) Figure 11c shows that LA(N)+LB has the smallest mean
quality change of 0.89 dB, compared with 1.15 dB for LA(1)
and 1.26 dB for LA(1)+LB. It is the same as that of the default ABR control. It suggests that looking ahead the power
consumption of future N intervals effectively smooths the
quality switching. (3) Figure 11d shows that all three energyaware designs have similarly low average rebuffering ratio
of around 0.14%, since the low power budget leads to lower
chunk formats selected by the Energy-aware ABR controller
which reduce the rebuffering time for all designs.
Figure 12 shows that the high power budget scenario has
similar user experience results as the low power budget scenario, where LA(N)+LB achieves the highest average QoE
of 6.94 and the closest gap with the default ABR of only
4.1%. The slightly low QoE comes from 0.28 dB video quality reduction (2.2%) as shown in Figure 12b. This shows the
penalty of proactive energy-aware adaptation compared to
the energy-oblivious default ABR is really small.

QoE

Figure 13: Low power budget case study: format selection and power behavior of reactive and proactive designs with and
without smoothing under a sample network trace on Pixel 2.
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Figure 14: Sensitivity analysis under low power budget on
Pixel 2.
4.02. As expected, the improvement mainly comes from significantly improved smoothness, 0.96 dB for LA(N)+B and
1.43 dB for RA. (2) Smoothing improves QoE for both reactive
and proactive design, by 0.89 and 0.37, respectively, primarily from improved smoothness of 0.16 dB for RA and 0.06
dB for LA(N)+B. (3) With smoothing, LA(N)+B+Smoothing
achieves 44.8% higher mean QoE than RA+Smoothing, 7.11
over 4.91. The improvement mainly comes from significantly
reduced quality switching (0.37 dB reduction) and significantly lower rebuffering ratio (0.12% reduction) and to a
small extent the 0.26 dB higher quality. Table 2 also shows
LA(N)+B+Smoothing achieves 19.2% higher mean QoE than
RA+Smoothing, 6.39 over 5.36, on Moto Z3.
Case study. Figure 13 shows a case study on Pixel 2 to explain how proactive designs reduce format oscillation compared to reactive designs. The streaming session was under
the low power budget, and the network bandwidth went
through 3 stages: high (H), high-to-low (H-L), and low (L).
The comparison at the H stage shows that proactive designs can reduce the oscillation when the network bandwidth
is high. RA adjusts the format without knowing how much
to adapt, which leads to frequent format oscillation to correct
energy drain deviation as seen around 20-30s, 50-70s, 80-100s.
Instead of aggressively increasing the format when there is
no energy deficit, RA+Smoothing increases the format by 1 at
each step at around 30-50s and 70-90s. In contrast, LA(N)+B
with and without smoothing do not rapidly go up and down
all formats and stay in each format longer, from incorporating the power budget in selecting chunk formats. While
LA(N)+LB occasionally jumps formats, e.g., to format 5 from
format 3 around 60-70s and 105-115s, LA(N)+LB+Smoothing
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further improves smoothness by gradually increasing the
format when there is energy surplus, e.g., from format 3 to
format 4 around 60-70s and 90-100s,
10.5

Sensitivity Analysis

Throughput prediction accuracy. To study the impact of
network throughput prediction error on QoE, we evaluate
reactive and proactive designs with smoothing under the
low power budget by modeling the throughput prediction as
a combination of the ground truth throughput with random
noise according to the given average error level. Figure 14a
shows that the throughput prediction error influences both
reactive and proactive approaches, but the gaps remain similar. In parcular, LA(N)+LB+S performs better than RA+S by
41.0%~96.6% for the low power budget on Pixel 2.
User QoE preference. We compare QoE of RA+S and
LA(N)+LB+S under 5 different QoE weights for smoothness,
{1, 3, 5, 7, 9}, while keeping the weights for quality and rebuffering at 1 and 20, respectively. Figure 14b shows that as
users put more penalty weight of smoothness, the difference
between QoE of LA(N)+LB+S and RA+S increases from 0.68
(1.07X) to 3.69 (19.4X) for the low power budget on Pixel 2.

11

Discussion

Multiple apps competing for the energy budget. In this
paper, we focused on energy-aware adaptation of a single
app, e.g., one that dominates the phone energy drain in a
four-hour plane ride. In practice, the user may be switching
among multiple apps, and there could be unexpected background apps that also drain energy from the total energy
budget. In the first case, the integrated proactive app adaptation can be applied to each app while it is running, e.g.,
constrained by the average power budget for the plane ride.
If several apps run concurrently, e.g., some in background
and some in foreground, the user can potentially provide
input on how the total energy/power budget should be split
among the apps. Alternatvely, a global energy-aware controller could be developed, e.g., in the OS, to jointly optimize
the QoE of concurrently running apps while satisfying the
total energy/power budget.
Leveraging hysteresis in proactive adaptation. Reactive adaptation (e.g., [31]) mitigates the oscillation problem
by leveraging hysteresis, i.e., imposing a threshold that the
energy surplus/deficit must exceed in order to trigger fidelity
adaptation (§6). In contrast, our proactive adaptation design,
LA(N)+LB, already alleviates oscillation by allowing the energy surplus/deficit and the N-chunk energy budget to be
spread over the next N chunks in maximizing the QoE. Incorporating hysteresis into proactive adaptation designs, e.g.,
leveraging the energy surplus/deficit (while looking ahead
N chunks) only when exceeding some threshold, may result
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in further smoothness but also lower video quality because
of its conservativeness.

12

Related Work

We already discussed previous wok on reactive energy-aware
app adaptation in §3. Below, we discuss related work on
normal and 360o video streaming.
Energy measurements and optimization of video
streaming. Many works [41, 79, 89] measure the energy
consumption of commercial regular video streaming services in WiFi and LTE networks. Recent studies focus on
power measurement of 360o video streaming [48, 87]. Many
works [16, 20, 24, 27, 35, 40, 43, 53, 55, 56, 58, 60, 78, 90] propose
techniques to minimize energy drain for video streaming
via bandwidth control, packet scheduling, screen brightness
scaling, etc. RnB [84] studies the problem of jointly adapting
video bitrate and display brightness to reduce energy consumption while maintaining a quality goal. These works are
orthogonal to our work; they focus on energy drain measurement or optimization, while our work focuses on energyaware adaptation, i.e., how to maximize QoE while satisfying
user-configurable power constraint.
360o video streaming. Many works study supporting 360o
video streaming on head-mounted displays or commodity phones. Several works [18, 50] propose to pre-cache
panoramic frames to provide the clients the freedom of
changing orientation during playback. Other works [39,
42, 65, 69, 80, 93] exploit different projection and tile-based
or viewport-based video encoding schemes to save network bandwidth. They perform network-aware adaptation
rather than energy-aware adaptation. We did not evaluate
viewport-based 360o video streaming because commercial
video streaming like Youtube does not use it and viewport
prediction in the 2-second scale has been shown to be inaccurate; the median longitude error is about 20 degrees [82].

13

Conclusion

In this paper, using 360o video streaming as a case study,
we showed that proactive energy-aware app adaptation that
integrates the user-specified energy drain budget into the
QoE optimizer of modern apps can significantly reduce app
fidelity oscillation and improve the app QoE over traditional
reactive energy-aware app adaptation. We believe that proactive energy-aware app adaptation is rather general and as future work, we will validate its applicability and effectiveness
for other power-hungry modern apps with built-in adaptation logic such as the class of mobile apps that adaptively
offload computation to edge servers.
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